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Forestinas win Lyon Trophy
Rob MacDonald

In June six members of Forestinas, the New Forest based concertina
band, entered the Bournemouth Music Competitions Festival in the
category of “Instrumental Ensemble up to Six Members”.
This year they were the only group in the category, so they were
awarded the Lyon trophy.

The category demanded a mixture of music, and Forestinas played
“Nellie the Elephant”, Frank Butler’s “Romance for Concertinas”
(which was obtained from the ICA library) and Claire Wren’s “The
Ringwood Tree” (which was originally written for Forestinas).
The adjudicator was extremely impressed by the performance, and
gave Forestinas a distinction, with a mark of 87 out of 100.

The members who played were (from left to right in the
photograph) Richard Lane, Malcolm Crocker, Bev Turner, Jan
Ledwith, Barbara Westcott and Rob MacDonald.

Forestinas are already planning their next year’s programme to win
the trophy again.
<>
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Editorial
Pauline de Snoo (PS)

Dear Readers,

Once more a new item with this issue. As editor I
do hope that you will be pleasantly surprised.
This time a cd with music that is also available
from the ICA library. Thanks to Douglas Rogers and to Jeremy
Hague. Jeremy made a special trip to the British Library to fetch
part of music so that the ICA can provide you with all the
sheetmusic. If you are interested to have a go at it yourself just
mail the editor or the librarian. And there is more music in the
library as well. All in pdf.
We hope to have more and different styles of music available in the
future. To my request for a reaction as to format of the music
supplement I received very few reactions. It seems that the A4
removable insert is a good choice.

There are many more items that your committee is looking into and
you will hear more about it as we make progress.

Of course I am grateful to all contributors and welcome all reports
from concertina groups. Including photos.
The commitee also welcomes any ideas or suggestions and they will
always be considered seriously.

If you have any tunes for the music supplement and if they are
copyright free please do forward them for publication in the music
supplement.

Enjoy.

Pauline

        Next deadline is 15 November 2016.
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Remembering Harry Minting.
Jeremy Hague, ICA Librarian.

Earlier this year, around the time of Father’s Day, there was a
discussion on the ICA’s Facebook page celebrating those family
members who had taught us a musical instrument. Having shared a
photograph of my own English Concertina playing father and
grandfather, Bob Minting shared a splendid picture of himself, as a
boy, playing the concertina with his father and young cousin. I
immediately recognised Bob’s father as being the famous Harry
Minting, who had been the sales manager of the Wheatstone
Company in the 1950’s. There are several photographs of Harry
within the ICA photo albums and it was a great pleasure to be able
to share these with Bob and his family.
I was interested to know more about Harry’s life, and Bob was able
to send me the following which was written by Harry in 1961:
As grandfather, Harry Reed after whom I was named, was a
concertina player it was the concertina that I chose as my musical
instrument when it became my turn at the age of 10 to start
learning music. My father was not a musician but it was his keen
desire that this his six children should all be taught music.
I was lucky enough to study under Charles Rutterford the then well-
known teacher and soloist as well as a member of a famous quartet
of concertina players. After 2 ½ years with Charles Rutterford it was
decided that I could pursue music on my own. My father made an
application to my school for leave of absence to attend Trinity
College for lessons on harmony but permission was not granted and
I had to study theory without the aid of qualified teaching.
Charles Rutterford’s son Ernest Rutterford was also a well-known
concertina player who formed a dance band in the late 1920s. For a
while I played rhythm parts on my treble concertina but later the
fashion forced me to learn the banjo, guitar and accordion.
World War II found me in the R.A.F. with my concertina forming
part of my kit. I played at camp concerts, organised socials and
most of the bomber squadrons stationed in Lincolnshire during
1942-5 heard me either in my dance band or as a concertina soloist.
After settling down following the war I pursued a different line of
music by playing for country dances and as a member of the indoor
and outdoor folk dances around the Home Counties.
Last year I was asked to lead the band for the Society of
International Folk Dancing for country dance and as a member of
the English Folk Dance and Song Society visited Cecil Sharp House
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and we played for their Festival of March 18th of this year at the
Albert Hall.
In my position as Sales Manager for C. Wheatstone & Co. I have
met many interesting players and although there are few
professionals it would appear that to the owners of concertinas their
instruments form a very important part of their lives. My close
connection with the factory, regarded as the foremost if not the only
one making the English Concertina as invented by Sir Charles
Wheatstone, I have gained a most complete knowledge of the of the
intricacies of making and assembling the 1500 parts which are
contained in a 48 key concertina. Except for the screws all the parts
are made by craftsman and finished by hand. The tuning being done
with the aid of a file and a very keen ear.
My own activities are concerned with promoting the recognition of
the concertina as a first class musical instrument for the concert
platform, the orchestra and most certainly in the home. Capable of
being handled by young and older members of the family. It is easy
to learn, convenient to hold and unless subject to ill treatment lasts
for many years without any attention whatever.
My favourite concertina is a 48 key (soprano) with tortoise shell
ends and gold plated keys and fittings.
It is 34 years old and other than minor bellows attentions and the
normal exterior cleaning with a duster it has needed no mechanical
repairs. I can add that my concertina works very hard.
I consider that the English Concertina is worthy of more
appreciation as a musical instrument. It is pleasant in tone, capable
of expressing most music written for the violin, flute, piccolo and
being able to play and sustain chords of up to six notes in any
inversion. Most pianoforte music written for the right hand can be
played quite conveniently.
The simplicity of the keyboard is readily mastered and as the
instrument in its carrying case weighs only 3 ½ lbs transportation is
no problem.
Although the modern generation is not familiar with the English
Concertina and rarely hear it played I am hoping that my own
activities in supplying instruments, teaching and maintaining will
promote the interest in this unique instrument and at the least give
a good deal of pleasure to those who own and play their choice of
music.”
Harry’s son Bob Minting continues to play the concertina and is one
of the few lucky owners of a symphonium, the mouth-blown
prototype to the English Concertina. Bob has been recently invited
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to become a member of the J25 concertina band, led by Claire
Wren, and is a regular visitor to the Sidmouth Folk Festival. Bob
tells me that he was in the audience for a live BBC broadcast when
his father played with Stanley Holloway in a scene set in a café. His
dad preferred to play with sheet music and the director asked that
the music be out of sight of the audience, so it was pasted to the
flat table top. As Harry accompanied Stanley Holloway in a song,
seated behind the café table, Stanley came over and sat upon both
the table and the music stuck to it. Fortunately, Harry was a good
improviser and was able to complete the piece without anyone
noticing.

Many thanks to Bob Minting for sharing this interesting story about
his famous concertina playing father with the ICA.

Pictures:  1. Harry Minting with son Bob Minting and nephew
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 2. Harry Minting at C. Wheatstone & Co.

3. The Shakespeare and Rutterford Rythmic (sic) Combination
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4. Harry Minting with Stanley Holloway in a BBC Live
Broadcast
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 9A
HAWKWOOD CONCERTINA BAND  2016 Special
              With Paul Walker

For speedy access:   Go straight to the ICA web
site where Michel van der Meiren, our ace Web-
master, has turned the hyperlinks (the gobbledy-
gook bit) into a  stunning TV-like  slideshow. Excellent work-,
Michel.

This was the repertoire for the 2016 weekend:

Canzon in 8   Gabrielli
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=olIrf-uioD8

Waltz # 2  Shostakovich/arr. Aharoni
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOSnOuIVsBE

Bells across the Meadows  Ketelby
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgGNn96MJpY

Belle of Chicago  Sousa/ arr Cartwright
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9XylpsUKzA

El Choclo Tango Villado/arr Birtel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9wTbkuNwO0

Distant Bells Frank Bridge/ arr R. Denwood
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkcBulRCGbY

Goldfinger  John Barry/Terry Kenny
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qt2WlDM3tE
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IMO The approach of the HCB is the closest we’ve got to a contemporary
Prize Concertina Band, here they are;

HAWKWOOD CONCERTINA BAND  conducted by Steve Ellis
Death or Glory (Tenth Regiment March) by RB Hall (This is a
live, unedited recording from the 12th concertina band weekend at Hawkwood
College)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dpOKlkb7I4

So a typical programme for one of the early 20th century
Prize Concertina Bands might include light classical pieces,
stirring marches, elegant waltzes, a melodic folk tune/dance
and selections from the “pop” music of the day. I’ve included
two extra pieces that I think would not be out of place in a
Prize CB performance:

Donau-Wellen –I. Ivanovici-"Waves of the Danube" (Romanian:
Valurile Dunării; is a waltz composed by Iosif Ivanovici (18451902) in 1880,
and is one of the most famous Romanian tunes in the world.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ht30HqwXoxA

White and Gold Gavotte - Felix Burns. Pianist Adam Ramet.
(Burns composed many fine schottisches.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5HwhZOIq4M

Readers : please share your YouTube links of concertina band music
with the editor. <>

VIRTUAL FOLK CLUB 5  with Paul Walker.

 Tonight’s guest MC is Alex Barlow, organiser of the Black
Joak folk club in Marsden, in the hills towards Huddersfield.

PW: Well there are a couple of virtual pints of draught Jaipur
waiting for us on the bar Alex: so while we discuss whether or not
this is real ale…
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We have a floor spot from Ernst Stolz -pardessus, recorder,
harpsichord, renaissance guitar & violone
Playing some suitably Early music “Parson’s Farewell”
One of the first tunes I learnt on the concertina.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJYhJ6oqCSE

Tell us about the Black Joak folk club, Alex?

AB: Black Joak Folk Club started because Marsden Band Club was
looking for support from the local community to keep the club
going.
Me and my wife Nic thought a folk club would be popular in Marsden
and with a friend we launched Black Joak Folk 4 years ago. Numbers
have settled at about 20 people attending, it's on the last Friday of
the month. I chose the name Black Joak Folk because I like the tune
'the black Joak' there is a Cotswold Morris Dance called Black Joak
and a song too. Nic and some friends learnt the dance and danced it
on the first Black Joak folk night. It's a very laid back folk club
taking the form of a sing around. Although we also have people that
play tunes and some that will do a dance.
Jaipur is certainly real ale if it is served from a handpump, not in
bottled form though as it is not bottle–conditioned. It’s a great beer
though in cask or bottle.

AB: my first choice is a song I learnt to sing because when I joined
Saddleworth Morris Men I had to sing a song. This song has been a
favourite of mine for a long time and here it is
performed by the Wilsons. For me they are a benchmark for any
acapella performers. The song is “Young Banker”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kncVIe63a8

PW: Yeah nice harmonies there- you’ve told me you like
acapella performances Alex. And now an instrumental from-
Belshazzar’s Feast ( Paul Hutchinson accordion & Paul Sartin
oboe)  from Bromyard Folk Festival 2010 (no title given.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cBmVKD7w20-

I love the way they don’t take themselves too seriously & how the
scripted goofs help to keep the audience’s interest in an otherwise
“difficult” piece
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AB: We saw Belshazzar’s Feast earlier this year and they are great
musicians, it was a very enjoyable concert. As you say, they don’t
take themselves too seriously and the audiences really enjoy their
humour.

One of my favourite singers is June Tabor; I think she has a
marvellous voice which lends itself perfectly to traditional
ballads and songs. My next choice however is “A Place Called
England”, written by Maggie Holland and sung by June.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dV6xiU4XyoM

 PW: Beautiful vocals with a fine sparse backing. And now
onto a heady brew with Bellowhead and their “Sloe Gin

set/London Town”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1brZwusDMk

Love ‘em or loathe ‘em, Bellowhead certainly inject their
stage shows with verve & enthusiasm. Your view Alex?

AB: I'm a big fan of Bellowhead and was very sad when they
decided to break up. Nic and I went to see them on their last
tour and had a really great night. I really like traditional
music and song in all its forms and the way Bellowhead took
traditional material and made it accessible to modern
audiences was brilliant to see. I'm also a big fan of Steeleye
Span who were, along with Fairport Convention, the first to
electrify folk music.
AB: My next track is one of my favourite Steeleye songs, “ Thomas
the Rhymer”:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktN97ZNebeM

PW: Like you I think there’s a place for electric as well as acoustic
versions of folk songs, and Steeleye Span have turned out to be one
of the most enduring.
 Here  Bert Jansch shows how to play guitar with a 1960s classic,
“Angie”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RqjUWJtH88c
Perhaps not as clean as Davy Graham’s version, but full of emotion I
think.
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And to follow Bert, his old partner in crime, finger-pickin’ maestro
John Renbourn with “Judy”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKtawOZqwPs

AB: We have some very talented guitar players that come to Black
Joak.
My favourite guitarists are Martin Carthy and Duncan McFarlane. My
next choice is “Bed of Straw” by Duncan McFarlane, he's an Otley
based musician and tours extensively.  We recently saw him at
Shepley Spring Festival.
I think an Irish interlude would be good now and Altan are a
brilliant Irish band, well worth seeking out. This next track is “John
Doherty's reels”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLg0Ic3LYMY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJDTQW87w-s

PW: I’ve not come across Duncan McFarlane before, but Altan are a
stonewall favourite of mine.
My final choice marrying beautiful expressive vocals with
jazz/blues breaks n rhythms from the all-star guitar duo in
the first half- Pentangle with “Light Flight” featuring Jacqui
McShee

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9gCN9-Jnfg

PW: Now I’m afraid the bar’s out of Jaipur.So now let’s end the
evening with a rousing joiner-inner.What do you think Alex?

AB: Well if the bar is out of beer we'd better each have a virtual
bottle of Marble brewery's Dobber IPA which I think is as good if not
better than Jaipur. All the Marble beers are available bottle-
conditioned as well as in cask form and are well worth trying.
My final choice of music is again an acapella track and is
sung by a brilliant trio called the Young Uns who really are a
must see. The track is Sydney Carter's “John Ball”, a good
rousing one to finish with.
Thanks Paul for inviting me to your virtual folk club and for
letting me share some music with your readers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0clMlnU4gyQ

PW: John Ball according to the Net (and Jon Boden)was a Lollard
priest connected to Watt Tyler’s Peasants’ Revolt- so that’s a real
Holy left wing  tub-thumper to get steamed up about! He also came
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to an extremely sticky end, which I won’t reveal before the 9 o’clock
watershed.

AB: Yes, Mr Ball was a character and no mistake…

NOTE TO CW READERS:
for this feature we have an unlimited budget & can feature
artistes from any area/decade! If you have any requests for
the VIRTUAL FOLK CLUB , please let the editor know.   PW <>

Colin Whyles the new secretary of the ICA, a bio
(Photo Caroline Gill)

My interest in music must have been
kindled very early in life. I do not
know where it came from. No-one else
in my family showed any interest or
ability. There were no instruments at
home. Our means were very modest.
My mother, sister, brother and I lived
in a prefab, which were small factory
built houses erected after World War
II as temporary accommodation. They
still exist although they were only
intended to remain for ten years. We
moved into ours when I was eight months old, and my mother was
still living in it until her death four years ago. I am now 67.

We had no means of travel, and certainly did not go to shows or
musical events. I think I must have heard much of my music from
the radio, or wireless, as it was referred to then. There were music
lessons at Primary School, but not formal music tuition: we sang
along to the radio. Some might remember the loudspeaker attached
to a three foot square baffle, rather than being in a cabinet. I
remember thinking that the singers sounded very classical, and as
the songs were often folk tunes, they sounded very forced and odd
to me.

I know that some of these series were called Rhythm and Melody,
because at the end of term we were able to buy the books, and I
still have them.
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My first introduction to playing was when we were given recorders
at school. I think this must have been at Grammar School. I spent
hours playing it at home. I bought some books of tunes from the
Gilbert & Sullivan operas and played them endlessly. I think this is
what made me so attached to melody.

By the age of 11 I was trying to write songs, usually setting poems
to music. And I've written ever since, although writing the lyrics
myself, although output seemed to have slowed now. I often write
tunes though, although a lot are simply binned once I've worked
them out.

My next instrument was guitar, which I discovered after I left school
at 16. I went to see one of my school friends and found him playing
guitar, something that rather surprised me as he had shown no
interest in school music lessons. However, recognising that guitars
played chords and I knew I needed that, I bought a cheap one that
was virtually impossible to play and struggled with it until I thought
I could manage it.

I then bought a better instrument and learned the value of having
decent instruments to learn on.

I learned a few folk songs, but my real interest was song writing.
Most of what I wrote then is not to be heard, but one or two
survive.

Many years ago I was loaned an Anglo by a colleague, a very special
man. He was Welsh and had fought on the bridge at Arnhem: a
bridge too far. I enjoyed that instrument and wrote a few songs I
would still use, but eventually he wanted it back. He didn't play, but
it had been his father's. He told me his father used to whirl it round
his head while playing. I've never mastered that!

I didn't get to handle a concertina again until much more recently. I
was in Thrift Music in Frinton and saw they had some concertinas. I
was saying how I needed something I could use in all keys and
found that aspect of the Anglo frustrating. They suggested I needed
a duet. I bought a 39-key bone-buttoned Maccann from them. Some
of the keys had the note names on the end. Others had been worn
away. I took it to a restaurant, ordered lunch and figured out where
the notes where. I looked at it and thought it insane.
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Then I realised that the layout kept the hands balanced and lent
itself to chord shapes. Chord shapes are what a guitarist
understands, so I saw what an excellent instrument it was for a
guitarist. By the time I arrived home a couple of hours later I knew
where everything was on the Maccann. I now have ten Maccans of
varying sizes.

But my musical interests move around. I am not as dedicated to
concertinas as I should be, although it is one of my most loved
instruments. I also tackle piano, drums, basses and synthesizers
with varying degrees of success. In recent years I have also taken
singing lessons, something I should have done many years ago.

I am also deeply involved with Suffolk Poetry Society. I am
Treasurer, Festival Director, Webmaster: you could say General
Factotum. It keeps me busy. I've written a lot of songs in
conjunction with the poets.

Music has been an endless quest for understanding its deepest
mysteries. I've never met anyone who does not like music of some
kind. Yet most people have no understanding of it. I hope one day I
will. <>

SqueezEast 5th June 2016

Colin Whyles

As I am a wholly solo player on Maccann Duet, I approached
SqueezEast with some trepidation. No clue was given as to what we
would be playing, except that Paul Barrett would be providing the
arrangements, and they would not be shown until the day.

Having taken on the Secretary role for the ICA, I had decided I
ought to get more involved with the concertina scene, which seems
rather slim in west Suffolk. I do not know any local concertinists. So
I booked for SqueezEast as my first foray.

I have to say that the day was thoroughly enjoyable. I am not a
folkie, although I've often been considered as such, to my
bewilderment. I do not play folk. I write my own music and songs. I
realise that they can be "folkie" in tone, but I do not see them as
being in any folk tradition. My fears before the day were that I
would find myself playing folk tunes all day. That would have driven
me crazy and I would probably have left at lunch.
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But my fears were ungrounded. Only a nod to folk tunes with my O
Waly Waly as the warm-up, and a delight to be in the company of
30+ musicians who could not only play but could also read.

Let me say, before those who play by ear feel offended, that I am
quite envious of those who can play by ear. Despite my best efforts
I cannot trust my ear. My relative pitch is hopeless.

Appropriate for Paul Barrett's mostly four-part arrangements, the
players were divided into Treble 1, Treble 2, Baritone and Bass. For
a couple of pieces towards the end of the day, Treble 1 and 2 were
sub-divided further. I sat with Treble 2. I had taken a 81-button
Duet, but stuck to my 67-button. I am more familiar with it.

Paul had chosen a reasonably wide range of music, from O Waly
Waly through Colonel Bogey to Pachelbel's Canon. There was even a
cakewalk thrown into the mix. The syncopation of that did cause
some confusion! Recordings of the day are here:
http://www.squeezeast.org.uk/sq16.php

It was not only my first experience of playing in a large group of
concertinas, it was my first experience of hearing a large group. It
really is a remarkable sound, as I'm sure many of you know,
approaching a brass band at times.

As a duet player, it was frustrating having nothing for my left hand
to do most of the time, so I resorted to playing octaves. No-one
objected. They didn't even object to wrong notes or my poor
counting! It was a good discipline for me to have to work with
others — no dropped beats, foreshortened bars or rubato!

SqueezEast might even have to put up with a duet player again next
year.

Photo on next page by Steve Cordery<>
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SqueezEast 2016
Roger Gawley

David Nind invited me to the first ever SqueezEast in 2005. I failed
to make that one and the following ten. This year I was encouraged
by Colin Whyles asking who was going and by the numbers of fliers
circulating at the Swaledale Squeeze. Colin is the man who had
taken over from me as ICA Secretary. I was certain not to be the
only first-timer there and sure of some familiar faces.

In the event the forty-odd players in the magnificent ballroom of
Stamford Arts Centre proved to be a healthy mixture of newcomers
and regulars. It is probably the largest concertina band I have
played in, certainly the first conducted by Paul Barrett whose whole-
body style is striking.
Colin sent me a copy of his notes some time ago so I will not
duplicate what he said.

Stamford is easy to find, just off the A1, but it is a long way south,
calling for a six a.m. start. That may be the reason I was the only
player from the North East.
Quite a few participants came in groups giving them a chance to
show off their party pieces in the afternoon.

The result was a really enjoyable day playing good music with some
people I knew well, some old friends, and some new friends made
on the day. Thank you, Paul, Sally and the whole team. <>
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Hope Bank Café Orchestra
by Ariane Lawson

A community band of versatile musicians with a repertoire for
all ears.

There is, tucked away in a valley in Honley, near Holmfirth, West
Yorkshire, a place bursting with energy which offers concertina
players something different and really exciting.

Hope Banks Works is a creative hub where anyone can practise, learn
and enjoy music, arts, crafts…. Simon Wood is the director and
everyone’s friend and tutor….he will also cook meals, run the café and
must have hidden eyes and hands as he is always doing so many
things at once. He plays an array of instruments, including the
Anglo-concertina, sings and conducts. He looks after wind, string,
junior jazz groups, a choir, us and much more.

It is in Holmfirth, at Hade Edge Academy, that Simon started to
realise his ambition to create community bands and offer anyone who
wanted it the chance to have an instrument available at no cost and
learn to play with others. It started with Brass Bands for young people
but our group started there too - and quite grown up we are! - with
concertinas and accordions and soon other instruments.

I started playing the English concertina soon after I retired, attracted
by the instrument but not really aware of the fact that most concerti-
na players are folk musicians and play by ear. I would need another
lifetime to achieve that! I started lessons with Paul Walker who gave
me an excellent grounding and much needed confidence. After a year
or so he told me I should be playing with others. However, as I was
finding it difficult and frustrating to play by ear, Paul introduced me
to this group which always uses scores. He showed me this incredibly
eclectic and varied repertoire of about 20 pieces – over 30 now,
ranging from a Shostakovich waltz to eastern European favourites,
from a Zulu traditional wedding song to This Land is your Land, a slow
Irish air and a fast Hornpipe - and a sprinkling of Beatles tunes! I was
excited!

Simon’s unconditional welcome and encouragement has allowed me
to develop and enjoy concertina playing in a way that I hadn’t even
dreamt of until, about 15 months ago, I joined the Accordion and
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Concertina Band. Now called Hope Bank Café Orchestra, it includes 8
concertinas (including Paul Walker and Bill Crossland, well known to
the readers of Concertina World), 4 accordions, 3 banjos, a mandolin,
a double bass and percussion. Simon conducts, sings and plays banjo,
accordion or bass as required. He makes all the arrangements. Anglo
and English players share concertina 1 and concertina 2 parts be-
tween us.

So I met the band who had then just moved into their new premises
in Hope Bank Works. This large building is part of a factory complex.
The philanthropic owner made it available for Simon to set up Hope
Banks Works as a centre for community art projects. The Hope Bank
Café Orchestra rehearse on Saturdays 11am to 1pm. We pay a very
modest contribution for the privilege; this is a place where you still
only pay 50p for tea or coffee, thanks to volunteers’ help - and there
are plenty of free excellent concerts!

I listened, learnt to follow the music, to ‘get back in’, to skip parts I
couldn’t play and I practised lots and lots to learn their repertoire.
Then last May I played with them for the first time. It really was a
dream come true and I am so grateful to Paul, Simon, and the band,
for their support, for that wonderful opportunity and the huge joy that
playing with them gives me.
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Simon says he loves ‘to welcome and encourage every single person
that comes to Hope Bank Works (….) we embrace and support
unconditionally. We learn and enjoy, we open our minds…’  And he
works at it with tireless enthusiasm.

Hope Bank Café Orchestra gives a dozen performances a year to
animate or support local events such as Holmfirth Folk and Arts
Festivals, and for charities such as in Buxton with the Chapel-en-le-
Frith Ladies Choir in aid of Peak District Friends of Cancer Research.

I suppose that aside from wanting to share lovely places, people and
experiences with you, I simply hope to illustrate two things: that if I
can, anyone can play the concertina - with determination and practice
and that this traditional instrument can also look forward to exploring
new repertoires and shared sounds. <>
Also see photo cover of Holmfirth Arts Festival Parade. PS
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Remember the Prize Concertina Bands -with their heyday in
1920s/30s?
Paul Walker writes:

In my opinion, the organisation most keeping their tradition/spirit
alive is the Hawkwood Concertina Band. Their two Conductors
discuss the achievements of their 2016 weekend.

Dave Townsend (Folk musician/researcher/Conductor, "Hands on
Music Weekends" director) writes:
How delightful to be back at Hawkwood and among so many
friends! As this annual gathering has developed over the
years, I’m struck by the way it has developed as a
combination of a band, a family gathering, an arena for ideas,
and a reservoir of mutual support. It remains at heart as
simple as the original idea – to play concertina part-music
together under a conductor.
The Organisation: All the mechanics now work more
smoothly than ever, thanks to the advance preparation by
Jenny and the rest of the team. An index of how far everyone
has progressed is the neatness and speed with which
everyone accomplishes the transitions between pieces,
where virtually everyone has to change seats, put down and
pick up a different concertina, and open the appropriate
sheets of music, all accomplished without arguments, tears
or fist-fights.

The choice of music brought two surprises – who would have
thought that we would have so much difficulty getting the feel of the
tango El Choclo, or that the theme tune from Goldfinger would
sound so convincing as concertina band music? On the other hand,
Bells Across the Meadows has never sounded so bell-like, nor
Gabrielli’s Canzon a 8 so noble and spacious. I’ve been making
attempts at conducting the latter as a concertina band piece over
quite a few years now, and was very pleased to be able to pull it all
together at last. Steve really upped the stakes with the tempo he
chose for Shostakovich’s Waltz No. 2, shaking us all out of our
comfort zone. Altogether a charming and worthwhile occasion, so
roll on 2017!
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The 2016 Music:   The 7 WHOLE BAND pieces were:

Canzon in 8   Gabrielli transcr. Cox/ Townsend   with
two 4-part "choirs"  16C.

Waltz # 2  Shostakovich/arr. Aharoni  (we've enjoyed
it at HWD a couple of times)

Bells across the Meadows  Ketelby/  arr for concertina
band  Dave Townsend. A second outing for this
enjoyable piece.

Belle of Chicago  Sousa/ arr Cartwright  a
straightforward march. New to HWD CB

El Choclo Tango Villado/arr Birtel  12-part Clarinet
choir version. New to HWD CB

Distant Bells Frank Bridge/ arr R. Denwood New to
HWD C.Band.

Goldfinger  John Barry/Terry Kenny . New to HWD C.Band.

A repertoire surely in keeping with the Prize Concertina
Bands of old?

Hawkwood Concertina weekend review 2016

Steve Ellis (brass & windband band conductor/ trumpet and flugal
musician) writes: It must be over 15 years since Jenny Cox first
asked me to conduct at the Hawkwood Concertina weekend.
Knowing nothing about the instrument and its music I very
reasonably declined but some time later conceded and agreed to
come along and have been doing so since 2002.  I didn't come back
the following year because I had learnt the concertina, or indeed
learned to like the sound, but because I enjoy a challenge. Here was
a group who got a thrill from playing together and who wanted to
improve individually and collectively - and they were responsive to
my direction. The gauntlet had been thrown down.

The Challenge of working with a Concertina Band:
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The challenges are many, not just the usual group management
issues with any diverse bunch of characters, but some real musical
ones. Leading a group where many were brought up in the aural
tradition, to follow notation whilst watching a conductor, and play
music in a range of styles very distant from their comfort zone,
being the over-riding one. Curiously, listening skills for these players
who tend to learn by ear are not strong; others have those skills
from other instruments but are not naturally comfortable on the
concertina, others still are adult learners with little or no formal
music training. When playing in such a large group the instrument
design presents a challenge to player and conductor alike - who is
playing the wrong note, where is the sound actually coming from?
After all, the instruments do sound very similar and the individual
player's ability to alter timbre is very limited.

Rehearsals:
For similar reasons the awareness of ensemble is still developing but
can improve quickly with rehearsal of individual parts, whether 4 or
14 stave scores. Balance can be achieved in the same way but
realisation of the music in a "performance" is often let down by
memory or simply lack of individual discipline e.g. noticing dynamic
markings is often one step too far. What I have to constantly
remember is that due to the part rotation system, about a third of
the group at any one time will be playing on an unfamiliar
instrument other than their usual treble - for this they have my
complete admiration.

This year’s Repertoire:
Having said all this, the 2016 event was by some way the most
musical to date. Revisiting Shostakovich Waltz No2 and Ketelby's
timeless melody Bells Across the Meadow (in a lovely setting by
Dave Townsend) really highlighted the progress the group has
achieved; a sense of poise and awareness at cadence points, born of
an increasing confidence, allowed eyes and ears to at least
momentarily leave the individual player's world.

A simple Sousa march allowed the band to go for real dynamic
contrast and the technical challenges of El Choclo tango, whilst only
partially overcome, were not a barrier to producing music with
suitable tension and excitement, although sadly none of the band
were inspired to take to the dance floor! A Frank Bridge piece,
Distant Bells, showed the benefit of instruments with similar tones
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as the ostinato figure could pass seamlessly between different
trebles and baritones. Goldfinger was a chance to explore the more
raucous end of the concertina voice (!) and a surprisingly pleasing
sense of drama.

A Technical Evaluation: This year's music contained fewer
technical challenges than recent years and the musical strengths of
the ensemble benefitted markedly. There is no doubt that as nearly
the entire band now plays at least occasionally in other concertina
bands, this annual hogmanay makes gentle progress and hopefully
each delegate takes away a sense of achievement as well as much
fun. I hope we also share a little glimmer of pride that we are
striving as a big community band to play at a level which
hasn’t been
achieved for decades.

Are we ready to compete with brass bands? - well no, that
world has made astonishing improvements in standards over the
last 100 years. Can we ignite the flame of fun and satisfaction that
ensemble playing brings - just ask those that come back year after
year (and those that don't manage to book in time) - their answer is
a resounding yes.

With much thanks to all the delegates for their attention and many
varied contributions to a lovely weekend of music making.

A few copies of the CD “Marches and Tunes” created in
a week in April 2009 by 23 players as Hawkwood
Concertina Band, conducted by Dave T and Steve E,
sound engineer Rob Harbron ....are still available.
Contact Jenny Cox from 10.08.16 at 21 Fallodon Way
Bristol BS9 4RJ. £12  inc p&p. Payment by cheque or
similar to Concertina Bandbox. <>
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WEST MIDLANDS CONCERTINA GROUP
20TH ANNIVERSARY
Steve Goodyear

The West Midlands Concertina Group recently celebrated its
twentieth anniversary. Looking back at old diaries, our first meeting
took place in July 1996. The group had been preceded by a
beginners English concertina group that met monthly for a couple of
years in my living room. There had also been a one-off workshop for
a wider group of players led by Alistair Anderson and it was at this
that those present expressed an interest in forming a regional
players group. The West Midlands and Welsh Marches Concertina
Group was thus born. “Welsh Marches” has since been dropped from
the name, although players from Wales are very welcome.

The group first met in the Newhampton Inn in Wolverhampton with
about a dozen players. The format for meetings, which remains
today, was that everyone had the opportunity to play a rehearsed
tune or party-piece to start off, but with no obligation to do so. This
was then followed by a selection of folk tunes, classical, early or
other music, either single line or in parts that the group would work
on together. We worked then, and continue to do so from
manuscript.

About 5 years ago the Newhampton could no longer accommodate
us and the group moved to our present home at The Plough in
Stourbridge. At this time I was having a break from concertina
playing and the group was led by Ann Oliver.  Ann continues to be
the leader today.

Over the years members have come and gone but we currently have
some twenty players who attend regularly with a good mixture of
English, Anglo and duet players and a range of playing experience.
Players attend from the West Midlands and from neighbouring
counties.

Since we began we have had a number of guest workshop leaders,
including Dave Townsend, John Kirkpatrick, John Nixon, Sue Harris,
Frances Wilkins and Iain Masson. Iain is not a concertina player but
a conductor and excellent workshop leader.

When the group started I had no thought of twenty years time, but I
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am pleased to say the membership is strong and people seem to
enjoy coming, playing and chatting with each other. Perhaps
another twenty years beckon.

New players of any system or level are always welcome to join us.
We meet on the first Saturday of each month from 2-5 p.m. at:
The Plough Inn, 154 Bridgnorth Road, Wollaston, Stourbridge, West
Midlands, DY8  3PD

Contacts: Ann Oliver
01564 782104 <>

Spirit of the Game
Steve Turner  Tradition Bearers
Peter Dyson

A new CD from Steve Turner is always keenly
anticipated, and “Spirit of the Game” is no
exception; it is a delight from beginning to end.
The title comes from the cricket rulebook; cricket
being another Steve Turner passion. Steve sings
lead and backup vocals, and plays the English
concertina, cittern, and tenor banjo. On several tracks he is joined
by Riki Gerardy on cello, and on some of the whaling songs, The
Wilsons provide an excellent robust chorus.
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There is a lot to like. The song choice
is impeccable, the arrangements are
very carefully made, and the singing is
excellent. It's all here; love, tragedy,
hope, despair, and death. Several
songs stand out, including “Green
Mossy Banks of the Lea” and Paul
Metsers very fine refugee song,
“Lampedusa”. “Highland Soldier” from
the Greig Duncan collection of songs
from Aberdeen is another standout
track. There are no weak or filler
tracks on this CD; all the songs are of
the highest standard.

And on another level entirely, this CD serves as another object
lesson in how best to use an English concertina to accompany a
singer, whether you are the singer or you are accompanying
someone else. There is plenty going on in these arrangements, but
they are never intrusive and they never, ever, get in the way of the
singer or the song.

If you go to Steve's web site and click “Steve's Music” you will be
taken to a set of 5 SoundCloud recordings taken from this CD so
you can try before you buy. Several videos are  also available, and
Steve has some very nice looking concertinas for sale. CD
purchasing information is also available on his web site.

This  CD comes from The Tradition Bearers label, which “aims to
bring to the fore the role of the current generation of traditional
singers and musicians”.  And with this CD, they have done exactly
that. <>

Northumbrian Tune Books
Peter Dyson

Over the years, Derek Hobbs of Rossleigh Music has published a set
of 9 music books called “The Piper's Companion”. These are A4-
sized books, very clearly typeset, of duets and trios of Northumbrian
and Border tunes. All but Volumes II and III have suggested
piano/guitar chords as accompaniment. Two sets of chords are
provided for each tune. The set of chords above the stave are to
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accompany concert-pitch
instruments, while the set
below the stave are to
accompany Northumbrian Small
Pipes, which are pitched a tone
lower than written. There are
between 30 and 40 duets and
trios in each volume.
The tunes are in common key
signatures of G Major, E minor,
A minor, D Major, with the
occasional tune in A Mixolydian.
Volume VI features tunes only
in the key of D Major, while
Volume VII contains tunes in
only A minor or E minor. And
there is a “Christmas
Companion” too. Most of the
tunes are traditional (the
arrangement of the slow air
“Roslin Castle is simply
stunning), but some more
modern composers are represented here too: Willy Taylor, Archie
Dagg, James Hill, James Scott Skinner, Niel and Nathaniel Gow, and
Tom Anderson.
Recently Derek published a new volume, very much in keeping with
current thinking, called “Playford for Pipes” featuring duets of tunes
originally published by John Playford in “The English Dancing Master
(1651 to 1728). Again, the tunes are in the keys of G Major, D
Major, E minor and A minor. In this volume, chords are given only in
the keys indicated to save some space as there are 55 duets  in this
volume; a separate insert is available if you want the chords
transposed.

See his web site at: www.rossleighmusic.co.uk

for complete details, including pricing and ordering information. Two
arrangements from each book are available as PDF files for easy
download so you can try them out, and you can listen to excerpts
from several of the tunes.

Matt Seattle of Dragonfly Music is another prolific publisher of
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excellent music from the North East of England and the Borders.
Two of his tune books, “The Northumbrian Piper's Yellow Pocket
Book” and “The Northumbrian Piper's Green Pocket Book”, long out
of print, have been republished by the Northumbrian Pipers' Society
(NPS). These books are in the smaller A5 format, again, very clearly
typeset, with two or three tunes to  the page, one set of guitar
chords and all single-line melodies -- no duets – and almost 100
tunes in each book. The tunes are in the keys of G Major, D Major, E
minor and A minor. Also worth noting is that there is very little
overlap in terms of duplicate tunes between Matt's books and the
other excellent tune books published by the NPS.

For more information, see the NPS shop at:
http://shop.northumbrianpipers.org.uk

Again, most of the tunes are traditional, but modern composers are
here too, including Chris Ormston, Bob Liddle, Richard Butler, and a
tune from Matt himself.

And remember, everyone can always use another tune book. <>
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Regional groups with regular meetings

Update on details:

Home Counties and South-east England:

East Kent Concertina Players

Come join us on the second Sunday of each month at Blean Village

Hall nr Canterbury.

East Kent Concertina Players meet between 1pm and 5pm and

welcome all levels of playing.

Please visit http://www.ekcp.uk/ for more informtion

West Country:

West Country Concertina Players

Contact details for W.C.C.P. officers and information about the club
and forthcoming events  may be found on the website  at
thewccp.org

<>

A Visit in 2017 to the ‘Home of the Accordion’ Castelfidardo
in Italy which might be of interest to some concertina
players.

My name is Peter Le Geyt from the UK and a member of Guildford
Accordion Club and a representative in the UK for Petosa
Accordions.   I organise visits to Castelfidardo which is famous for
accordion production in Italy. Our 2016 trip took place in May and
included 56 accordionists who thoroughly enjoyed it.
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We are now taking names of people who would like to
receive details on a proposed trip for 2017 during May
(either 16-20 May or 23-27).

During the stay there are visits to the Accordion Museum and
opportunity to try the largest working accordion in the world.
There is now also a smaller chromatic button model alongside it.
There are various factory visits to see accordions being made by
hand and to try the finished new models in the showrooms.   Some
of the manufacturers produce Melodeons and small button diatonic
accordions and on the trip in May this year we did see one or two
concertinas. There are also visits to see how the bellows are made
including concertina bellows and to see how reeds are produced.
There are some accordions loaned to the group during the stay by
various manufacturers and there is entertainment in the evening
with guest accordionists and also by group members.

The 5 days includes visits to nearby attractive towns and seaside
restaurants.   We fly to Bologna from London Heathrow and are met
by our driver and luxury coach for the journey along the Adriatic
coast to Castelfidardo. The coach stays with us for the duration of
the trip. On the return journey we visit San Marino which has a huge
music shop.

Castelfidardo is in the region of Marche in Italy with rolling hills and
hilltop towns and of course good food!

There is the opportunity to link the trip with other parts of Italy such
as Florence, Bologna and Venice and we can help organise this if
required.

Prices for the whole package including flights , accommodation, local
visits, entertainment, some meals and museum entrance fees start
around £540

For full information contact Peter Le Geyt by email:
plg@plgmarketing,com

Telephone in the UK 0044 20 8977 6680   <>
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TERENCE PAMPLIN AWARD FOR ORGANOLOGY AND
MUSICOLOGY 2017 (Competition for a special
instrument? Who is going to participate?)

THE AWARD

The Terence Pamplin Award is made every other year to encourage
excellence in research in organology (the science and history of the
development and construction of all acoustic musical instruments and
their use) and musicology as it links to acoustic music instrument
technology. It consists of a cheque and certificate confirming the
award.  In  2017  the  award  will  be  worth  ¢ 1200.  The  award  is
organised and administered by the Worshipful Company of Musicians
through their Charitable Fund.

AIMS
Within Western music there are many aspects of classical and folk
music traditions that remain un-researched. More widely, ethnic
musical traditions are under threat of extinction in many parts of the
world. The award is designed to encourage research into early
organology and playing techniques of acoustic instruments within the
main stream of Western musical tradition and oral traditions in world
ethno-organology at any period of history, and record them before
they are lost to scholarship for ever. The geographical scope of the
award is global. The research project can include making, playing or
recording musical instruments. The award specifically excludes
electronic or computerised digital instruments and electrical
amplification.

Previous Award Winners have used the award to provide an additional
aspect to their research by making an instrument to test the
methodology of an earlier well known instrument maker; travel to
measure and photograph instruments and/or analysis of original
archive material/documents; acoustical analysis; application of
research techniques.

Further information about the Award, rules for the competition and
application form can be obtained from the Musicians Company
www.wcom.org.uk email clerk@wcom.org.uk following the link on
the company website. The closing date for the competition is 1 July
2017

<>



CD with Concertina World 467:
Concertina Scape 2
Classical Music or Wheatstone's Concertina 1840 – 1912

The sheet music of all the recordings is available from the ICA library as pdf
except the compositions by Frank Bridge which can be bought at any music
shop. A few examples are included in the music supplement in the center of
this magazine.
Mail the librarian@concertina.org or editor@concertina.org for any music
you are interested in.

Bernhard Molique  1802 – 1869
Six characteristic pieces for the Concertina and Pianoforte op. 61

 1 Bolero
 2 Consolation
 3 Rural Scene
 4 Sorrow
 5 Prayer
 6 Serenade

James Harcourt 1818 – 1883
Sonata Opus 2 for violin or concertina
and piano, 1861
 7 Allegro Moderato
 8 Andante
 9 Menuetto
10 Finale

Frank Bridge 1879 – 1941
originally written for cello and piano
between 1901 – 1912

11 Berceuse
12 Serenade
13 Cradle Song
14 Spring Song

15 Andantino for Concertina and Piano
by Julius Benedict 1804 – 1885

16 Serenade (Andante) for Concertina and Piano
by Giulio Regondi 1823 – 1872

17 Barcarole 1856 for Concertina and Piano
by G.A. Macfarren 1813 – 1887

Integral recording during rehearsals from 2012 / 2015.
Pauline de Snoo on English Concertina and Chris van de Kuilen on piano.

3:26
2:34
2:19
2:18
1:25
2:32

6:01
5:25
3:24
3:11

2:34
2:06
2:28
2:06

3:56

3:35

4:53



List of Local Groups, events and players
on the website

www.concertina.org

CONCERTINAS AT WITNEY
23rd – 25th September 2016

English, Anglo and Duet Concertina
Pam Bishop, Tim Collins, Matt Quinn,
Simon Thoumire & Dave Townsend

AGM of the International Concertina Association

22 April 2017

with West Midlands Concertina Group

CD enclosed:


